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The path of FoI reform still continues in Australia and internationally. The
first article is an overview of changes to Finnish FoI with the Access to Offi-
cial Documents Act 1999. The Finnish reforms to a 1952 Act highlight the
necessity for continual work on access to information rather than relying
on a single piece of legislation achieving greater access overnight. The
second article is a critical overview of the Senate Legal and Constitutional
Legislation Committee Inquiry. Readers will be well aware of my mounting
frustration over the treatment, at the Commonwealth level, of the ALRC/ARC
reforms. The title of my article, on the Senate Inquiry, indicates that rather
than being lost without trace at least Senator Murray’s private member’s
bill has kept the ALRC/ARC on the agenda.

The NSW Parliamentary Committee on the Ombudsman has announced
an inquiry into the NSW Freedom of Information Act. A background paper
by Abigail Rath, Freedom of Information and Open Government, has been
produced by the NSW Parliamentary Library Research Service (No.3 of
2000). I would urge all readers to make a submission to this inquiry. As you
will see in my article on the Senate Inquiry too few people contributed to
that process and it would be useful for more journalists, academics and
applicants to let the Committee know how the NSW Act operates and what
could be reformed.

Meanwhile the Canadian Access to Information Review Task Force is
still conducting its review of the Access to Information Act. The Access to
Information Task Force has developed a consultation paper on reform of
the Access to Information Act, Alasdair Roberts has posted the consulta-
tion paper (in PDF format) on his website: <http://update.foilaw.net>.
There are also some additions to the Task Force’s own website, including
an html version of the consultation paper. Their web address is: <http://
www.atirtf-geai.gc.ca/>. The Task Force and responsible Minister have
come under strong criticism for not revealing their views on a number of
previous proposals for reform. In the period before the next issue of the FoI
Review I will be spending a few days in Ottawa consulting with the Task
Force so should be able to provide an update on Canadian developments
from an Australian viewpoint.

Over the past 12 months my email inbox has been increasingly filled by
requests for interviews or information from journalism and law students
set assignment topics on freedom of information. This trend has been
pleasing because, from my own experience, undergraduate research pro-
jects often lead to a life-long interest in the topic you were assigned. In
addition a number of law, journalism and public administration postgradu-
ates have contacted me about their research topics. Hopefully this spread
of undergraduate and postgraduate research interest will see a renewed
and cross-disciplinary interest in freedom of information by the Australian
academy.

Rick Snell
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Right of access to documents: new Finnish legislation
Summary

Detailed rules governing access to administrative documents
are laid down in the new Act on Access to Official Documents of
1999. The Act is based on the principle of general access to
official documents, denoting an assumption of openness. The
openness principle as such is the same as in the old access act
of 1952 but the regulatory framework has been updated.

Under the new Act the authorities have not only the duty to
respond to requests for access, they have also an active
obligation to provide information and promote openness. For
this purpose, they must produce guides, statistics and other
publications, as well as information materials on their services
and practices and on the social conditions and developments in
their field of competence. Good practice on information
management is a new concept denoting the obligation to see to
the appropriate availability, usability, protection, integrity and
other matters of quality pertaining to documents and information
management systems.

Background of the new legislation

The principle of access to government documents has a
longstanding tradition in Finnish law dating back to a con-
stitutional enactment from 1776 when Finland was under
Swedish rule (Act on the Freedom of Publishing and the
Right of Access to Official Documents). While it is true
that this constitutional principle of openness has been
interpreted and applied in a varied manner, narrowly and
less narrowly, the principle itself has prevailed over the
centuries, albeit without the support of detailed legislation
governing access to government information.

The era of modern access legislation cannot, how-
ever, be said to have been formally initiated until in 1952
when the Act on Access to Documents in Public Adminis-
tration was adopted. The Act was expressly based on the
presumption of openness and, for the first time, it pro-
vided for a general statutory right of free access to official
administrative and judicial documents. Under this Act,
while access to draft documents could be obtained at the
discretion of the authority, secret and internal documents
were exempt from free access. The 1952 Act was
amended several times to include, for example, provi-
sions granting the party in administrative proceedings
broader access and also in order to update the concept of
document to cover other than paper documents.

Gradually criticism of the old Act grew for a number of
reasons: the grounds of secrecy were defined quite
broadly leaving plenty of lee-way for the authorities to
apply them in a secretive fashion; openness of the prepa-
ratory stages of decision-making procedure was consid-
ered unsatisfactory because the grant of access to draft
documents was discretionary; transparency of issues
related to EU decision making was limited; the concept of
official document had failed short of the development of
information technology; the accommodation of privacy
with openness was vaguely regulated etc.

These and similar reasons led to the project of reform-
ing the access legislation. A constitutional reform and
update of the basic rights catalogue in 1995 gave addi-
tional impetus to the ongoing drafting of a completely new
law. In this reform, access to administrative documents
was defined as a fundamental constitutional right and
openness consequently gained the status of a constitu-
tional principle.

The government Bill of 1998 was based on intensive
preparation in which an accommodation of two compet-
ing concerns proved to be crucial. On the one hand, the
principle of general access to government-held informa-
tion should be defined clearly and so that it would also be
easy to make the principle function effectively in practice.
On the other hand, the drafters had to consider strong
opinions quite unfavourable to increased openness.
Among the proponents of narrower concept of openness
were several government departments and the Central
Bank. They insisted on limiting the applicability of the
access legislation mainly by defining the grounds of
secrecy more extensively.

The accommodation of these two (there were others,
to be sure) leading considerations found a less satisfac-
tory result in the text of the Bill. Consequently, it was sub-
jected to strong criticism in the Parliament. One of the
main points in the parliamentary criticism was that the
grounds of secrecy were far too open-ended and that no
compelling reasons could support narrowing openness
as much as was proposed. A broadly defined catalogue
of grounds of secrecy could also jeopardise the public
nature of judicial proceedings. A further point voiced in
the Parliament’s deliberations emphasised the constitu-
tional principle of openness and insisted that the discre-
tionary powers of the authority should be more expressly
constrained in all cases where the result could be a nega-
tive answer to a request to gain access.

As a result of the comprehensive critique, the Parlia-
ment decided to make considerable amendments to the
Bill. For instance, a majority of the provisions concerning
secrecy were actually rewritten in a more exact way. All
the amendments had the objective of giving more preci-
sion to the provisions of the Act and extending the scope
of openness. In this respect, the alterations were clear
improvements. However, some provisions still remain
open to considerably differing interpretations and the
structure of the Act is rather complicated which is unlikely
to facilitate its application.

The new Act entered into force on 1 December 1999. It
is only in the long term that it will be possible to determine
to what extent it brings about a genuine reform of the right
of access to information. Initially this will, of course,
depend predominately on how the authorities will apply it.
Active information seekers and the future case law will
gradually also have an impact on the availability of infor-
mation and its limits.

Principle of general access to information held by
public authorities
The right of access to official documents is included as a
fundamental right in the new Constitution Act of 1999.1

Section 12(2) lays down the principle of openness and
the right of access to government documents:

The documents and other records in the possession of public
authorities shall be public unless their publicity has been
separately restricted by Act of Parliament for compelling
reasons. Everyone shall have the right to obtain information
from public documents and records.

Judicially, and particularly from the point of view of the
normative hierarchy, it is significant that the principle of
open access to administrative and judicial documents has
been defined as a basic constitutional right and not merely
an interpretative principle. Access to government-held
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information in a recorded form enjoys a constitutional sta-
tus. Right of access may thus be invoked by anyone
regardless of citizenship or the purpose for which that
right is exercised. Since access to documents and other
records is a basic right it also takes precedence over ordi-
nary legislation. For instance, if the application of a stat-
ute would be in evident conflict with the access right, the
access provision in the Constitution would be given pri-
macy in judicial proceedings concerning that application.

Together with the guarantees of freedom of expres-
sion and freedom of information in s.12(1) Constitution
Act, the access right forms a vital component of an open
government. An additional stimulus to a functioning
access legislation is found in s.14(3) of the Constitution
Act defining a positive obligation on the administrative
authorities to promote openness: ‘It shall be the task of
public authorities to promote the opportunities of the indi-
vidual to participate in the activities of society and to influ-
ence decision-making affecting him’.

The right of free access to administrative documents
forms one of the most significant guarantees of the trans-
parency and openness of public administration. More
detailed rules governing access to administrative docu-
ments are laid down in the new Act on Access to Official
Documents of 19992 (Access Act). The Act is based on
the principle of general access to official documents,
denoting an assumption of openness. According to the
general principle stipulated in Section 1 of the Access
Act, all official documents shall be public, unless specifi-
cally otherwise provided in this Act or another Act.

The Access Act also sets out the objectives of its appli-
cation. Section 3 lists the goals as: promotion of open-
ness and good practice on information management, the
provision to private individuals and corporations of an
opportunity to monitor and influence the exercise of pub-
lic authority, to observe the use of public resources, to
freely form an opinion, and to protect their rights and inter-
est. The list is intended to serve as more than a mere dec-
laration of good intentions. It must be taken seriously
because, pursuant to s.17, the authorities are under a
duty to take the list into consideration when making any
decision under the Access Act. The objectives of the Act,
consequently, are meant to inform all instances of its
application.

Obligation to promote openness

Under the Access Act the authorities have not only the
duty to respond to requests for access, they have also an
active obligation to provide information and promote
openness. There are several provisions to this effect in
the new Act. The authorities must actively produce and
disseminate information on their activities. For this pur-
pose, they must produce guides, statistics and other pub-
lications, as well as information materials on their
services and practices and on the social conditions and
developments in their field of competence (s.20). The
authorities must also ensure the accessibility of this infor-
mation by making it available in libraries and on the
Internet.

Good practice on information management is a new
concept denoting the obligation to see to the appropriate
availability, usability, protection, integrity and other mat-
ters of quality pertaining to documents and information
management systems (s.18). An element of the good
practice is the obligation to arrange the documents,

information management and data systems in a manner
that facilitates the operation of the openness principle.

Scope of application
The Access Act contains provisions on the general right
of access to official documents and how this right is exer-
cised in practice. In addition, it defines active duties of the
authorities to promote access and good practice in infor-
mation management. A considerable part of the Act is
devoted to defining the grounds of document secrecy, the
official’s duty of non-disclosure, and other restrictions of
access that are considered necessary for the protection
of public or private interests. An important safeguard of
access is the comprehensive reviewability of decisions
taken pursuant to the Act.

The Access Act takes the mid-road with regard to its
applicability to information. The Act guarantees access to
government held information to the extent it is docu-
mented or stored while the restrictions of access extend
to cover even undocumented information. The Act thus
defines primarily access to official documents and the
information contained therein. Government-held infor-
mation as such, irrespective of whether it is stored or doc-
umented, comes under the scope of the law mainly
pursuant to provisions concerning non-disclosure.

Document
The right of access is applicable to a variety of documents
regardless of their external configuration and manner of
storage. Since the use of the term document is not
restricted to written texts or pictures only, the Act is appli-
cable even to information stored in a specific form such as
electronic documents, data disks and files, tapes as well
as visual presentations, maps and x-ray pictures. A
recording is considered a document even if it can be com-
prehended only by means of technical aids. The same
applies to any message that can be deciphered only by
means of a computer, an audio or video recorder or some
other technical device.

Government bodies
With respect to the organisation of the administrative enti-
ties, the scope of application of the Access Act is fairly
wide. It comprises all state, regional and municipal
authorities as well as judicial bodies; for example, minis-
tries, administrative authorities, courts, tribunals and rep-
resentative bodies. However, access to Parliament
documents is regulated solely in the Constitution.

In a rapidly transforming environment of public admin-
istration it is important that access to information is
extended also to semi-public organisations to the extent
that they perform public functions. The solution to this
consideration is twofold. First, the Access Act extends to
formally private bodies such as corporations, associa-
tions and foundations to the extent that they are author-
ised to exercise public authority. For instance, a private
undertaking may be authorised to register and inspect
motor vehicles. These activities are considered to consti-
tute an exercise of public authority and thus the Access
Act is applicable to them. Second, the access rule also
applies to bodies undertaking public duties under
express commission if the commission contract is con-
cluded with a public subject. As a result, the new Act is
applicable for instance, to a private nursing home or a pri-
vate care institution for the elderly to the extent it under-
takes a commissioned municipal task.
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The extension of the scope of the Act to private bodies
implies that most of the indirect public administration
comes under the application of the access rules. For the
sake of exactness, it should be added that a private body
does not fall under the scope of the Act simply due to the
fact that it is owned by the state or a municipality or
because it receives public subsidies or operates under
the supervision of a public authority. Thus, for instance, a
municipal corporation may escape the principle of public
access if and to the extent it is not vested with any public
authority. The same can be said of an association receiv-
ing state funding and a company licensed to operate in a
regulated field of economic activity.

Official documents
For a document to be qualified as public and generally
accessible, it must be prepared by or delivered to a public
authority and be in the possession of that authority. This
definition means that both documents issued by an
authority and documents received by an authority count
as official. Even an initially private document thus
becomes an official document once a public authority has
duly received it. As a rule, it is the recipient authority that
decides, by applying the Access Act, whether access can
be granted to an official document.

Since the official quality is defined exclusively by the
Access Act, the sender has no power to bind the authority
in this respect by requiring confidential treatment or by
making similar reservations. The same rule applies to
documents emanating from other states and international
organisations such as the EU. The grounds of secrecy
protecting, for example, personal integrity, vital profes-
sional and economic interests and the ability of the state
to participate in international co-operation govern the bal-
ance of interests in this respect.

Gaining access to an official document
Presumption of accessibility
Since the Access Act is based on the presumption of
openness, access to documents is the predominant rule,
whereas secrecy is the exception that must in each case
have an express legal base. Everyone is presumed to
have a general right to examine the contents of an official
document and obtain information contained therein, sub-
ject only to exceptions provided in law. In addition, the
exceptions must be construed narrowly.

In many cases it is possible that a document contains
both secret (for example, health data or commercial
secrets) and public information. Such a document is not
considered completely but only partially secret and the
public information in it must be made available. When
only a part of a document is secret, access must be
granted to the public part of the document if this is possible
without disclosing the secret part (s.10). The authorities
are also under an obligation to manage their documents
and data systems so as to guarantee access to public
information without disclosing secret information. In this
respect, the presumption of access extends not just to the
document as a whole but also to the public information
contained therein. Release of information is therefore
assessed on a ‘contents basis’.

The access right extends to Finnish citizens and for-
eigners without distinction. No reason needs to be given
when exercising this right. In fact, an authority is
expressly forbidden to demand verification either of the
identity of the person requesting information, or of the

purpose of the information sought, unless knowledge of
that purpose is essential to the exercise of discretion by
the authority (s.13(1)). Such discretion may be necessary
if the document is secret and the information contained in
it may therefore be disclosed only to certain persons or to
limited groups of persons or for specific purposes.

The procedure for obtaining access
To obtain access to an official document one must
request it from the authority keeping the document or the
official responsible for the care of the document. It is not
necessary to be able to give a detailed description of the
document since the authority must provide help in finding
the document. This duty has its limits, however. If the
request does not contain any specification of the docu-
ment or fails to provide any details of the information
sought, the authority does not have a duty to conduct
extensive examinations or searches to locate the docu-
ment or the information.

An individual may exercise the right of access in sev-
eral ways. The person requesting an official document is
entitled to obtain a copy of it for a fixed charge. Alterna-
tively, the person has the right to read the document and
make a copy of it at the premises of the administrative
body provided that the office space allows this and it does
not cause considerable inconvenience. Access to a doc-
ument must be granted in the requested manner unless
this would cause unreasonable harm to the authority’s
normal activities. In most cases, the document itself is
made accessible by allowing the individual to read and
copy it on the premises of the authority or by supplying
oral information of its contents. The minimum require-
ment for proper access is that the authority supplies a
copy or an official transcription of the document
requested.

If the document can be read or apprehended only with
the use of technical devices, the authority shall make nec-
essary equipment available or provide a transcription.
The applicant must be given the appropriate equipment
for reading, seeing or hearing its contents or otherwise
retrieving information from it. Such arrangements could,
for instance, include providing access to a computer or
the use of a CD-ROM reader. At the permission of the
authority it is also possible to have a copy of an EDP
recording or to gain direct electronic access to its data-
base. Official registers of decisions are generally acces-
sible electronically.

Time limits
A request must be considered without delay, and access
to an official document shall be granted as soon as possi-
ble (s.14(2)). In the established practice ‘without delay’
has been considered to allow a maximum of a couple of
workdays for assessing and processing ordinary requests
for access. Despite well-founded criticism during the Par-
liament deliberations, the Access Act approves of a con-
siderably slacker procedure: in any event access must be
granted within two weeks from the arrival of the request. If
the number of the requested documents is large, if they
contain secret parts or if the request otherwise requires
an irregular amount of work, access must be provided
within one month.

Guarantees of access and remedies
In cases where the right to access has been denied by a
public official, sufficient information must be provided for
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the reasons of the refusal. The individual who has requested
the document may also require that the official refer the
matter to the authority in question for a formal decision.
That decision is always reviewable in an administrative
court. In addition, it should be noted that all decisions
taken pursuant to the Access Act are reviewable. Thus
decisions to grant access to, for example, a secret docu-
ment are also subject to review.

The applicant or a directly interested party has the right
to make an administrative appeal against the decision
according to the rules applicable to ordinary appeals
against that authority. The appeal would in most cases be
heard by an Administrative Court in the first instance,
while the Supreme Administrative Court is the court of
last instance in all such appeals.

Preparatory documents
In day-to-day administrative practice official documents
under preparation, in the process of being drafted or oth-
erwise incomplete constitute an important category.
Because of their formal incompleteness, internal charac-
ter, or preliminary nature they will not be generally acces-
sible until the issue in question has been decided. As a
consequence of such a deferral, preparatory documents
will be subject to the right of access at the latest after the
decision is made (s.6).

This rule applies also to internal documents such as
outlines, aides-mémoire and other memoranda drawn up
by a public official. A small group of preparatory docu-
ments may still remain inaccessible under the Access
Act. This group includes notes kept by an individual official,
drafts, which have not yet been released for presentation
or other consideration, and internal communications
unless they contain information that must be archived.
The group is expected to remain limited.

The reason for the special status of preparatory docu-
ments has traditionally been a presumed need to ensure
the undisturbed functioning of the administration and the
requirements of confidentiality. That kind of deference for
purely administrative considerations has lost most of its
justification over time, since it is just the preparatory doc-
uments that are significant for the general monitoring of
administrative activity and for influencing official action.
After all the outcome of an administrative procedure will
quite often be determined already at the drafting stage.

In any case, there is an obvious tension between these
two conflicting arguments – the need to protect confidenti-
ality of drafting decisions and the need to ensure sufficient
openness at the preparatory stage of decision making.
The new Act has resolved this tension by a general stipu-
lation to the effect that an authority has been reserved
discretion to disclose a preparatory document before the
decision has been made (s.9), while the most important
preparatory documents are generally accessible when
they have been completed.

Since it is at the discretion of the authority to disclose
a preparatory document before the decision is taken,
there is no general right to obtain information in it. In
administrative practice draft documents are usually dis-
closed relatively easily, but attitudes vary concerning the
dissemination of information at the preparatory stage. For
these reasons and in order to guarantee the operation of
the openness principle the Access Act introduces three
important constraints to the discretion.

The first constraint concerns studies, statistics, and
other comparable accounts if they contain information on

the alternatives, reasons and impacts pertaining to a pro-
ject of general importance. They will be public as soon as
they have accomplished their purpose of providing that
information. No discretion is thus left to the authority once
such a study or account has been completed. A second
constraint applies to the scope of the discretion itself.
Access to information in preparatory documents may not
be restricted unduly or any more than is necessary to pro-
tect the interests in question; also the persons requesting
information must be treated equally. Third, the access
legislation also includes an important amendment of the
Penal Code; the disclosure of information in preparatory
documents is decriminalised. This amendment has as its
specific purpose to encourage the authorities to partici-
pate in public debate in their areas and also to facilitate
the exchange of opinions at the preparatory stage.

The authorities also have a general duty to keep avail-
able documents on legislative reform projects and of
pending projects of general importance. At request, the
authority must also provide access to information on the
stage of consideration, alternatives and impact assess-
ments on legislative and administrative projects of gen-
eral importance (s.19).

Secret documents and non-disclosure
Criteria of secrecy
As such, the principle of public access to official docu-
ments would require that practically all documents pro-
duced or received by the public administration be made
generally available and that the information held by public
officials could be disseminated without restrictions. Such
an extensive and limitless accessibility has been consid-
ered unfeasible for various reasons based on the need to
protect legitimate private and general interests. In order
to accommodate such interests access to official docu-
ments and disclosure of information held by public
authorities are subject to certain qualifications and limits.

Section 12(2) of the Constitution Act stipulates that the
restrictions of access to information must be based on
compelling grounds and have a separate statutory basis
in an enactment by the Parliament. In the Access Act the
qualifications are defined in provisions determining the
grounds of official secrecy and defining the duty not to
disclose confidential information.

To protect such legitimate interests as personal integ-
rity, commercial confidentiality and national security,
access has been restricted with regard to information
about, for example, issues falling under the core areas of
foreign policy, privacy, business secrets and professional
confidence. One reason for restrictions is that the per-
sonal data obtained in the course of government work
needs to be protected because of its sensitivity. The oper-
ations of authorities can also not be wholly public in mat-
ters dealing with national security or crime prevention.
These reasons account for the majority of express
secrecy or confidentiality provisions. Furthermore, rapid
advances in automatic data processing set new demands
on protection of privacy, currently being met by develop-
ing data protection.

The list of the criteria of secrecy in s.24 of the Access
Act is based on the following interests which may be pro-
tected by keeping the official documents secret:
• personal integrity and other important personal inter-

ests in health care, social services, taxation or public
supervision;

• protection of private business interests;
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• the economic interests of the State and the municipali-
ties;

• protection of the nature;
• prevention and prosecution of crime;
• safeguarding judicial proceedings and data protection;
• the security of the state and its relations with foreign

powers; and
• interests of defense.

The grounds of secrecy
The most central grounds of secrecy have been codified
in s.24 of the Access Act. The section has been divided
into 32 paragraphs each defining a separate ground of
secrecy. The relatively detailed regulation has made it
possible to repeal about 120 separate provisions on
secrecy. Still, s.24 is not exclusive since there remain a
number of specific provisions on secrecy in the material
legislation concerning, for example, taxation, health care,
and social welfare. In addition, there are duties of profes-
sional secrecy under other areas of legislation regarding
persons who are not in public office, for example, advo-
cates and physicians in private practice.

The grounds of secrecy in s.24 have been formulated
following three different methods. Mandatory secrecy is
the strictest and most comprehensive of these methods
since its interpretation is independent of the case-by-
case consequences of access. This method has been
particularly used in the protection of privacy, personal
integrity, professional secrets relating to private busi-
ness, national security and foreign policy documents. In
these cases the secrecy is absolute.

The other two methods are based on an evaluation of
the possible detrimental consequences of access. In the
application of these provisions the authority must always
first consider whether and to what extent the disclosure
would cause harm, injury or damage to the interests pro-
tected by the secrecy provision. Part of these provisions
is based on a presumption of accessibility: access must
be denied only if disclosure would have adverse conse-
quences. For instance, documents concerning the rela-
tionship of Finland with international organisations, such
as the EU, are secret if access to them could damage or
compromise Finland’s international relations or its ability
to participate in international cooperation (s.24(2)).

Another part of the provisions is based on a presump-
tion of secrecy: access to the document may be granted
only if there manifestly will be no such consequences. For
instance, the documents of the security police are secret,
unless it is obvious that access will not compromise state
security (s.24(9)). Accordingly, access to these docu-
ments may be refused only provided that such harmful
consequences are likely to take place. This means that
there must be very good and weighty reasons for gaining
access to the security documents, but secrecy is not con-
sidered to be total.

Since documents are regarded as secret only if and to
the extent this is separately provided for in an Act of Par-
liament, no particular procedure of classification (or
de-classification) is necessary, nor is it performed in
actual practice. Any document can thus be declared
secret by law and secret is the only category of restric-
tions of access. Public authorities or officials, on the other
hand, lack an independent power of assigning secrecy to
official documents. Instead, it is their duty, applying the
relevant legislative provisions, to determine whether an

official document may be supplied or whether it is to be
kept secret pursuant to the relevant provisions.

Duty of non-disclosure
Public officials are under the duty not to disclose to any
unauthorised person a secret document or information
contained in it or to make an official document available in
any other way. That obligation extends also to informa-
tion, which has been proclaimed confidential by a supe-
rior official or body pursuant to an express provision in an
Act of Parliament. The duty not to disclose confidential
information is binding on public officials even after leaving
the service. The wrongful disclosure of a secret docu-
ment or confidential information is subject to criminal lia-
bility. Provisions imposing penalties for such offences are
contained in the Penal Code (Chapter 40, Section 6).

Inside the public administration, secrecy means that
information may not be made available to other authori-
ties. Secrecy also applies within an authority, especially
between functionally different operational units or branches
of the authority. Authorities or public officials are not enti-
tled to share secret documents and confidential informa-
tion solely on the basis of imperative reasons requiring
disclosure. Disclosure of secret documents within the
administration to other administrative branches as well as
sharing of secret information between authorities is usu-
ally possible only pursuant to an express legislative provi-
sion. The consent of the concerned person may also
make such information sharing possible (s.29).

Even official secrecy fails to remain unconditional and
absolute. Secret documents and confidential information
may be disclosed in certain cases, to qualified recipients,
and under specific circumstances. The most important of
such exceptions are made to guarantee procedural rights
and especially in order to satisfy the maxim ‘audi alteram
partem’. In other cases the authority holding a secret may
provide access to it, if there is a specific provision on such
access or in an act, or the person whose interests are pro-
tected by the secrecy provision consents to the access
(s.26).

Openness of the administrative procedure
The principle that the meetings of elected decision-making
bodies shall be open to the general public may be derived
from s.16 of the Constitution Act. In administrative proce-
dure the principle applies especially in municipal adminis-
tration. According to s.57 of the Municipal Act (1996/365)
the meetings of the directly elected municipal council that
exercises the decision-making powers of the municipal-
ity, shall be held in public. It is only in exceptional cases
that the municipal council may meet behind closed doors.
The other municipal bodies may decide to hold open
meetings but in general their meetings are not open.

The meetings of the Council of State and other state
authorities are generally held behind closed doors but
public hearings may be arranged whenever the case is of
interest to a larger group of people.

The party’s access to case documents
According to the principle of public access to administrative
documents laid down in the Constitution Act, documents
kept by an authority are public which denotes for everyone
the right to obtain information from public documents and
records. By definition such documents are accessible to all,
including the party in the administrative procedure. What
makes the party’s access specific, however, is that it is
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potentially wider than the general right of access. Secret,
confidential and draft documents may also fall within the
purview of ‘access to parties’, in which case the parties
concerned are allowed more extensive access to the docu-
ments than the general public. Parties in an administrative
procedure may have access even to a secret document if it
either has affected or may affect the outcome of the
procedure.

The justification for the wider access rights of a party
lies in the significance of the right to be heard. The party
should basically be entitled to unrestricted insight into the
material the administrative authority may deal with and
use as the basis for its conclusions. Wider access enables
the party both to defend his or her rights and to simulta-
neously ascertain that the case is being handled in a fair
and objective manner. Despite the importance attaching
to the party’s wider access, in administrative matters the
access right is not unconditional and the relevant authority
enjoys a fairly wide margin of discretion in determining
whether the disclosure to a party is necessary or possible.

The basic rule of the party’s wider right to insight is laid
down in s.11 of the Access Act. Section 11(1) provides
quite broadly that an applicant, appellant and anyone
whose right, interest or obligation in a matter is concerned
(a party) is entitled to have access to the contents of a
document even though the document is not public, if
those contents may be or may have been of influence in
the consideration of his/her case. However, the scope of
application of this generous rule is subject to a number of
limitations. A party may be denied access to a document
in an administrative procedure, for example, if the disclo-
sure of that document would adversely affect a very
important public or private interest. Access may also be
denied to the presentation memorandum and the pro-
posal for the decision until the case has been resolved by
the authority. These limitations notwithstanding, the party
is always entitled to access to the decision taken in his or
her case.

Even though the limitations to the party’s access to the
documents in the file are worded broadly the authorities
must construe and apply the exceptions narrowly. There
are two main reasons for this rule of interpretation. First,
the limits on party’s access constitute an exception to the
right to be heard laid down as a basic constitutional right.
Since the authorities must choose the interpretation,
which in a given case is most conducive to the attainment
of the goals of a basic rights provision, limited application
of the exception is necessary. Second, the exceptions, if
applied broadly, would weaken the fairness and erode
the legitimacy of the administrative proceedings.

The two considerations mean that the protection of the
privacy or confidentiality of one party cannot automatically
be used to the detriment of the legitimate interests and the
rights of access of other parties. The authority may rather
be said to be under a duty to balance in each individual
case the interests protected by confidentiality and the
interests to fair hearing in administrative procedures.

Future challenges
The new Act is undoubtedly an improvement on the pres-
ent situation because of the up-to-date and express regu-
lation of access and its limits. Yet, the text of the Act itself
is perhaps not as transparent as it should be. Some of the
provisions are so complicated that both the authorities
and information-seekers are likely to encounter major dif-
ficulties in their interpretation and application. The
grounds of secrecy are now clearly and comprehensively
defined, but clarity has also resulted in an almost impene-
trable jungle of detailed secrecy provisions. To some
extent it may be that these and similar deficiencies are
unavoidable in a modern information society; any attempt
at a clear-cut and simple regulation of access to govern-
ment information may simply prove to be unfeasible.

Access regimes should almost by definition be them-
selves accessible, that is, understandable and easily
applicable. It is accessibility in this sense that, somewhat
paradoxically, is perhaps the biggest challenge facing the
application of the new Act. It will most likely take a while
before a settled case law will emerge and give needed
guidance in the most complicated issues. Other chal-
lenges include the rapid development of information tech-
nology and the role of government information as a
resource for commercial exploitation.3 It may very well be
that the new Act requires amendments faster than has
been foreseen at the drafting stage. In the meanwhile, the
long tradition of open government will also play a vital role
in the implementation of the new Act.

OLLI MÄENPÄÄ
Olli Mäenpää teaches law at the University of Helsinki.
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Salvaging the planks from the good ship Open Government
A critique of the Senate Legal and Constitutional Legislation Committee Inquiry into the
Freedom of Information Amendment (Open Government) Bill 2000

On a late March evening I walked away from the Senate
meeting room down long empty corridors not convinced
that Senator Andrew Murray’s private member’s Bill would
make any real difference. I had attended the one and only
public hearing as the lone private citizen representative.
At the end of the hearing there were a few minor victories
which reform advocates could have taken away. Yes, the

Attorney-General’s Department (AGD) had received a lit-
tle bit of stick for sitting on the vast majority of reforms of
the Australian Law Reform Commission and Administra-
tive Review Council joint report in 1996. Yes, the AGD
had been told that a general response of ‘we disagree
with that provision’ (no reason or alternative offered) or
‘we think no action is necessary’ (no justification) was not
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an adequate approach to a Report that was almost two
years in the making. Yes, it was a poignant moment when
the ALRC President Professor Weisbrot dryly observed
that of the 17 ARC members and 12 ALRC members
involved in that 1996 Report only the typesetter remains
in place. Yet it seemed as if we were fossicking around the
wreckage of the 1996 reforms salvaging bits and pieces
rather than embracing a carefully considered reform
agenda with the zest needed to get past the indifference
of the current government.

The report of the Senate Committee delivered in early
April shows that significant parts of the ALRC/ARC reform
package have managed to survive the five-year exile in
the wilderness imposed on the reforms by the Howard
government. In a number of areas such as the objects
clause, fees and charges, time limits and the FoI Commis-
sioner the Committee has resurrected key reforms. How-
ever in some areas, in particular the exemption
provisions, in my view the Committee has reached an
unfathomable position of discarding (for the foreseeable
future) any attempt at addressing the key deficiencies in
the FoI exemption processes.

Senator Murray, who joined in the majority report, has
reserved the right to re-introduce various amendments to
the Bill. On behalf of those committed to a functional FoI
process in Australia I hope that he does not hesitate to do
so. For many years the AGD played a proud and vital role
in the fight for, defence of and acceptance of FoI by Com-
monwealth agencies and their ministers. The manner and
content of the AGD’s contributions of the to this Inquiry
process, in my mind, has inflicted untold damage on the
reform process and in some areas returned the Common-
wealth mindset on FoI to a pre-1983 position. In a number
of respects the submissions by the AGD were minimalist,
negative and a significant retreat from the concept of
open government. In the political climate within which the
AGD staff has had to operate under the current govern-
ment, it is not surprising that the submissions had this
tenor.

Senator Cooney delivering a minority members’ report
indicates that the ALP disagrees with the majority report
particularly in regard to its conclusions on exemptions,
internal review and comments made in relation to com-
mercial in confidence. It is to be hoped that the Democrats
and the ALP can find common ground and salvage much
more of the ALRC/ARC Report recommendations. The
ALP members joined in supporting the recommendations
in regard to the Information Commissioner.

While it was disappointing that so few contributed sub-
missions (a total of 18) a number who did, in particular
Chris Finn (Adelaide Law School) and Ron Fraser (for-
merly of AGD and now an Information Consultant) made
very important contributions. No doubt there is a sense of
reform fatigue among many academics, journalists and
non-government organisations. In addition, many may
have believed that the logic, substantial canvassing of
issues, and considered recommendations of the ALRC/
ARC Report in 1996 was sufficient to carry the day. Alas
that expectation was not met although few would have
predicted the change in attitude that would occur in the
AGD over the past five years.

Nevertheless, fatigue and the expected trumps with
the ALRC/ARC report excepted, Australian journalists,
media organisations and their proprietors ought to hang
their heads in shame. Excluding the Communications
Law Centre no part of the Fourth Estate could be

motivated enough to make a submission or report on this
Committee’s inquiry. No news organisation could see the
value of even allocating a cadet journalist to the task of
attending the one and only public hearing. I have been
intrigued while participating in parliamentary inquiries in
FoI in Tasmania, Queensland, South Australia and now
at Commonwealth level by the remarkable absence
from, and lack of interest in, these forums shown by the
Fourth Estate. There have been the odd exception. While
it may be wishful thinking to expect Rupert Murdoch,
Kerry Packer or Kerry Stokes to emulate their US coun-
terparts and contribute financially to the cause of FoI, is it
too much to expect their employees and media organisa-
tions to contribute in terms of reporting, submissions and
the occasional strategic reflection about FoI?

Object of the Act — Section 3
The Committee endorsed this reform to reword the
objects clause of the Act to emphasise its accountability
objectives, the need to adopt a pro-disclosure approach
(in part by removing references to the exemptions) and
that it was the intention of Parliament that the FoI Act
should be interpreted so as to give effect to the principles
of representative democracy.

The Committee, acting on the advice of the AGD
rejected the proposal to insert a new subsection 4(5A) that
would have excluded government embarrassment from
the criteria to be used in determining whether the disclo-
sure of information is in the public interest. The Committee
accepted AGD’s advice that case law in the Federal Court
and AAT had already achieved this position.

Refusals of requests
The Committee accepted that s.24 of the Act be redrafted
to require agencies to consult and assist applicants prior
to a request being rejected on grounds that it is a ‘sub-
stantial and unreasonable diversion of resources’. The
Committee also supported the proposal that a blanket
refusal using s.24 no longer be permissible.

Statements of reasons
The Committee accepted the proposal for the amend-
ment to s.26 which would require specific detailing of
what an agency considers to be the public interest factors
in denying a request.

Exemptions
The Committee rejected the repeal of certain exemption
provisions as recommended by the Open Government
Report (recommendations 50, 58, 69, 70, 71 and 72).
The Committee used the arguments advanced by myself
(that we need to re-examine the way exemptions are
handled) as a justification to do nothing in the short term.
Paradoxically the Committee seemed to endorse the
concept that ‘longer term legislative change may be neces-
sary’ (para 3.64). The Committee seemed assured that the
advent of an FoI Commissioner and an emphasis on the
pro-disclosure nature of the FoI Act would mean that ‘the
existing exemption and conclusive certificate regime can
continue pending legislative change with longer term
vision’ (para 3.64).

In a major blow for accountability and the long-term
efficacy of the FoI Act the Committee made no specific
recommendations about how the ‘pending legislative
change with longer term vision’ would occur in relation to
exemptions. Instead of recommending an inquiry into the
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longer-term needs of an exemptions regime by the ALRC
or a further review by the Senate Legal and Constitutional
Legislation Committee, the issue is left in the air with no
identifiable mechanism to move towards that legislative
change.

This section of the Committee’s report raises more
questions than it answers. On the one hand it seems to
acknowledge the strong case made for the reform of vari-
ous exemptions by the ALRC/ARC Report and the major-
ity of those giving evidence yet is prepared to allow the
current system to continue for an unspecified period. On
the other hand, despite a general dissatisfaction with the
AGD’s submission (see transcript of Evidence, Monday 5
March relating to the appearance by the representatives
from AGD), the Committee seemed willing to accept with-
out much discussion the supplementary submissions by
the Department in regard to exemptions.

The Committee has performed a major disservice to
the case for reform of the exemptions by the approach it
has adopted which is in large part to do nothing. The way
exemptions are applied, their capacity for misuse and the
inherent advantage they give to those inclined to
non-disclosure demanded a more considered and sophis-
ticated approach. Yet throughout this part of the Report
the Committee would detail the case for reform and then
end each subsection with a counter proposition by the
AGD which in most cases was a simplistic and poorly sub-
stantiated opposition to the proposal. See the discussion
on the Cabinet Exemption proposal from para 3.37-3.40.
If this is all that is required to counter the arguments
advanced in the ALRC/ARC Report and by those who
made submissions to this inquiry it is a sad day for law
reform in Australia.

A few reforms to the exemption provisions did make it
past the Committee’s general do-nothing stance. This
included the changes to limit the exemption status of doc-
uments affecting personal privacy and the amendment of
s.44 (legal professional privilege) to clarify that the test to
be applied to this exemption is the dominant purpose test.
The Committee also supported the AGD’s submission
that the Defence Signals Directorate and the Defence
Intelligence Organisation remain exempt agencies in
Schedule 2 of the FoI Act. The Committee endorsed the
ALRC/ARC’s recommendation concerning importing
Information Privacy Principle 11 into the personal privacy
exemption (s.41). Despite the fact that this will reduce
access under the Act and create considerable problems
for FoI decision makers, the Committee seems to have
thought it was limiting the scope of the exemption.

Amendment and annotation of personal records
The Committee supported most of the proposed changes
in the Bill in regard to this area of the FoI Act.

Review arrangements
The Committee rejected the ALRC/ARC proposal to allow
an applicant to elect to forgo internal review and strongly
recommended retaining internal review as a prerequisite
for external review. This would have allowed an applicant
to go straight to the AAT if it is plain that an agency is not
likely to budge on major issues, and would mean that
agencies could not rely on being able to drop unsustain-
able exemptions at internal review if challenged. The
Committee also rejected the ability of the AAT to exercise
a public interest over-ride akin to s.50(4) of the Victorian
FoI Act 1982.

FoI Commissioner
In one of the longest sections of its report the Committee
endorses the concept of an FoI Commissioner as pro-
posed by the ALRC/ARC Report but situated (largely
due to cost saving reasons) in the Ombudsman’s office.
The Committee seemed to give little consideration to
many of the roles proposed for the Commissioner apart
from a concentration on the reporting, general monitor-
ing and statistical collecting functions. Other parts of the
Report rely heavily (that is, the comments in regard to
exemptions) on an active role by the FoI Commissioner
in promoting best practice and ensuring compliance with
the Act. In an early part of the report the Committee spe-
cifically rejects the concept that the new commissioner
should play an auditing role on the way agencies handle
requests.

Time limits
The Committee accepted a 21-day limit for the process-
ing of FoI requests with the suggestion that a maximum
time frame be imposed for provision of information once
a request for access is granted. This reform will be a sig-
nificant contribution to avoiding one of the major defi-
ciencies in Commonwealth FoI practice namely time
delays.

Charges and fees
In a further significant development the Committee has
accepted the proposed changes to charges and fees
outlined in the ALRC/ARC Report.

Conclusion
Those interested in a revitalised and effective access to
information regime owe a large debt of gratitude to Sen-
ator Murray for preventing the ALRC/ARC reforms from
sinking completely from sight at the Commonwealth
level. It will be a great thesis topic for a future postgradu-
ate student to explain how an exhaustive, and in my view
exemplary, reform process almost slipped from sight.
The ALRC/ARC reforms have rejuvenated and inspired
FoI law reform both within Australia and internationally.

While I have lambasted the Committee’s conclusions
on exemptions they have partly redeemed themselves
by recognising a need to rethink FoI in the longer term.
Their grave error is to offer no short-term fixes to an
exemption system which is so in need of repair. The ALP
minority report and Senator Murray’s reserving of a right
to re-introduce various amendments still offers a slender
hope that both the content and the ethos of the ALRC/
ARC reforms can be rescued.

Rick Snell
Rick Snell teaches law at the university of Tasmania.
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VICTORIAN FoI DECISION

Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT)
WILSON and DEPARTMENT OF
PREMIER AND CABINET
(No. 2000/065381)

Decided: 5 January 2001

Sections 25A(1) and (5) (whether
respondent obliged to process request)
— Section 28(1) and (3) (Cabinet
documents) — Section 30(1) (internal
working documents).

Factual background

Prior to the 1999 Victorian State election
the opposition Labor Party endorsed an
Employment and Skills policy. The policy
stated that a Labor government would
include a ‘whole of government push for
growth in jobs, with every Cabinet pro-
posal requiring a Jobs Growth Impact
Statement’. After the 1999 election the
Victorian Labor Party formed government.
Mr Wilson is now a member of the Legisla-
tive Assembly representing seat of Ben-
netswood for the Victorian Opposition.

Procedural history

Wilson made a request to the Department
of Premier and Cabinet (the Department)
on 12 April 2000 under the Freedom of
Information Act 1982 (Vic) (the Act). The
documents he sought included any pro-
posals or plans to introduce a jobs impact
statement with every Cabinet proposal
and any jobs impact statements prepared
or submitted by government Ministers,
staff or consultants.

The Department divided the request
into two parts. The first part related to
proposals or plans to introduce a Jobs
Growth Impact Statement (JGIS) with
every Cabinet proposal and the second
related to actual impact statements that
were prepared or submitted. Exemptions
were claimed for the bulk of documents
referred to in part one of Wilson’s request.
The Department refused to process the
second part of the request based on
s.25A(5) of the Act.

On 6 June 2000 Wilson requested an
internal review of the decision. He also
suggested a modification of his initial
request that would involve the Depart-
ment creating a list of the JGIS provided
to Cabinet with detailed descriptions of
the documents and authors. Wilson’s
modified request was also rejected.

During the course of the hearing the
respondent released some documents
in part which comprised email covering
letters or memoranda. However, the bulk
of information relating to the first part of
Wilson’s request was withheld.

The decision
The VCAT affirmed the Department’s
decision.

Reason for the decision
Sections 25A(1) and (5) and section
28(1) and (3)
The VCAT first examined the unpro-
cessed portion of the application. Sec-
tions 25A(1) and (5) and 28(1) and (3) of
the Act were considered in conjunction.

The Department suggested that
s.25A(1) and (5) of the Act justified its
refusal to process the second half of Wil-
son’s request. The request sought docu-
ments that had been prepared by a
Minister or on their behalf for the purpose
of submission for consideration by Cabi-
net. The Department maintained that it
was obvious from the documents
described in Wilson’s request that they
would all be exempt pursuant to
s.28(1)(b) of the Act.

The Department’s Senior Freedom of
Information Officer, Ms Patitucci, pro-
vided evidence that processing the
request would substantially and unrea-
sonably divert her from her other projects
within the Department. She said there
were more than 500 documents com-
prising approximately 300-400 Cabinet
submissions and copies of these docu-
ments in various locations. Ms Patitucci
claimed that the existing resources for
freedom of information did not extend to
support the task of processing the
request. Ms Patitucci also considered
that creating a list would be as equally
burdensome as processing the request
in full and that creating such a list could
disclose exempt material such as Cabi-
net deliberations.

Wilson insisted that there was no
basis to the Department’s blanket objec-
tion to creating the list of documents. In
support of this contention Wilson cited
one occasion where the Department had
previously created a list of documents.
He suggested that it was a proper and
reasonable step to prepare a ‘road map’
of the documents consistent with s.25(6)
of the Act and that it need not disclose
deliberations. It was further submitted
that some of the material in the proposals
would be released under s.28(3) of the
Act.

The Tribunal held that the Depart-
ment was authorised to refuse to pro-
cess the second part of Wilson’s request
based on s.25A(5) of the Act. In Victorian
Casino and Gaming Authority v Hulls
[1998] 4 VR 718 it was deemed appropri-
ate to issue directions under s.56(1) of
the Act requiring an agency to produce

documents or a list of documents without
first examining whether the agency’s
decision under s.25A should be affirmed.
While s.56(1) has now been repealed, the
Tribunal can make similar orders under
s.80 of the Victorian Civil and Administra-
tive Tribunal Act 1998 (Vic). However the
VCAT, endorsing Kyrou and Pizer the
editors of Victorian Administrative Law,
felt that to grant such orders in the present
case would undermine the purpose of
s.25A, which is to prevent unreasonable
demands on agency resources.

The VCAT distinguished this case
from the Hulls case based on the opera-
tion of the public interest override. Dep-
uty President MacNamara stressed that
while in the current case s.50(4) does not
override the s.28 Cabinet exemption,
whereas in the Hulls case production of
the documents or a list was considered
essential to consider the application of
the public interest override.

The VCAT was also satisfied that
documents would be exempt under
s.28(b) of the Act. Deputy President
MacNamara believed the Impact State-
ments would not be released under
s.28(3) of the Act as they would primarily
contain projections and opinions that
were not merely scientific, technical or
statistical. He saw no need to examine
the Department’s reliance on s.25(1).

Sections 30(1) and 28(1)(b), (ba) and (c)

The Tribunal examined the 12 exempt
documents requested in the first part of
Wilson’s application. The documents
inc luded draf t s ta tements and
responses, final drafts, email covering
letters, memoranda and copies of these.
In light of evidence from the Department,
the VCAT upheld the Department’s deci-
sion and found the documents to be
exempt under s.30(1)(a) and (b) and/or
s.28(1)(b), (ba) or (c) of the Act.

[D.E.]

TOWIE and VICTORIAN LAWYERS
RPA LTD
(No. 2000/037840)
Decided: 5 February 2001
Sections 5(1) (definition of ‘prescribed
authority’ paragraphs (a)(i) and (b)), 5(2)
and 13 of the Freedom of information Act
1982 (Vic).

Section 50 (jurisdiction of the Tribunal)
of the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal Act 1998 (Vic).
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Factual background
The Professional Standards Division of
Victorian Lawyers RPA Limited (VLRPA)
handles complaints regarding the con-
duct of the legal profession. Dr Towie
has made many complaints against
solicitors that have been handled both by
the VLRPA and its predecessor, the Law
Institute of Victoria.

Procedural history
On 13 April 2000 the applicant made his
original request for access to documents
using the Freedom of information Act
1982 (Vic) (the Act). Towie requested
access to all written notes and communi-
cations whatsoever in relation to com-
plaints he brought to the Law Institute or
the VLRPA with regard to certain solici-
tors. On 14 April 2000 the Professional
Standards Division of VLRPA dismissed
the request as neither the VLRPA or the
Law Institute are subject to the Act.

On 18 May 2000 Towie applied to the
VCAT for review of both the decision
denying access to the file and the deci-
sion that the Act did not apply to the
VLRPA. He claimed the decision was a
denial of natural justice as the Act
applies to the VLRPA regardless of its
privatised status. The matter was
adjourned several times and finally set
down for a directions hearing on whether
or not the VCAT has the jurisdiction to
review the decision of the VLRPA under
s.50 of the Victorian Civil and Adminis-
trative Tribunal Act 1998 (Vic) (the VCAT
Act).

Decision
The Tribunal dismissed Towie’s applica-
tion for review.

Reason for decision
Section 5 (1): definition of ‘prescribed
authority’ paragraphs (a)(i) and (b)
The VCAT first examined whether or not
the VLRPA was an ‘agency’ in accor-
dance with the Act. Section 5(1) of the
Act defines ‘agency’ as a ‘a department
council or a prescribed authority’. The
VLRPA submitted that it was not an
agency or a ‘prescribed authority’ estab-
lished for a public purpose as defined by
s.5(1) the Act. The VLRPA reasoned that
as an incorporated body it fell outside the
definition by virtue of s.5(1) ‘prescribed
authority’ paragraph (a)(i) of the Act. The
VLRPA claimed that it was further
excluded from the definition of pre-
scribed authority within the Act under
s.5(1) ‘prescribed authority’ paragraph
(b). Towie conceded that the VLRPA is
an incorporated company.

The Tribunal held that the VLRPA is
not a ‘prescribed authority’ as defined by
s.5(1) of the Act. Deputy President
Coghlan confirmed that even if the
VLRPA was a body corporate estab-
lished for a public purpose by or in accor-
dance with an Act, it would still attract the
expl ic i t exc lus ion wi th in s.5(1)

‘prescribed authority’ paragraph (a)(i) of
the Act as it is an incorporated company.

Section 5(2)

Towie raised further issues pertaining to
the status of the Professional Standards
Division (the Division) of the VLRPA.
Among the issues raised he claimed that
the Division, which made the original
decision refusing access to the docu-
ments, fell within s.5(2) of the Act and
was therefore obliged to process the
request. Towie stated that the Division is
separate from the VLRPA and is there-
fore an unincorporated body. Towie
argued that the Division falls within
s.5(2) of the Act as it is established in
accordance with requirements within the
Legal Practice Act 1996. Moreover he
suggested that the Division was estab-
lished to assist the Legal Practice Board
(the Board) which is clearly a ‘prescribed
authority’ under the Act.

The VLRPA stated that Towie’s refer-
ence to s.5(2) of the Act was miscon-
ceived. The VLRPA insisted that the
Division has no separate existence from
the VLRPA nor is it a body established by
or in accordance with the provisions of
an Act. The VLRPA maintained that Pro-
fessional Standards was not established
for the purpose of assisting or perform-
ing functions connected with a pre-
scr ibed author i ty . The VLRPA
concluded by stating that even if Profes-
sional Standards was deemed to be an
unincorporated body within s.5(2) of the
Act, it would not be deemed to be a pre-
scribed authority but rather merely con-
tained within a ‘prescribed authority.’

The VCAT found no evidence to sup-
port any of Towie’s contentions regard-
ing the Professional Standards Division
and s.5(2) of the Act. The Tribunal saw
no discernible difference between the
VLRPA and the Division. Deputy Presi-
dent Coghlan affirmed the VLRPA’s con-
clusions and held that there was nothing
within the Legal Practice Act 1996 sug-
gesting the Division was established to
assist the Board.

Consultant

The second part of Towie’s submissions
was entitled ‘consultant’. Dr Towie con-
tended that there was an implied con-
tract for services between the VLRPA
and the Board. Accordingly, he contin-
ued, many of the terms and conditions of
their contractual relationship were based
in accordance with the provision of a
statute.

The VLRPA argued that Dr Towie’s
assertions were unfounded. The VLRPA
maintained that s.299 of the Legal Prac-
tice Act 1996 merely gives an applicant
such as the VLRPA accreditation and
status as an RPA, thereby authorising it
to perform functions and exercise the
powers conferred on all RPA’s by that
Act.

The Tribunal accepted the VLRPA ’s
submission that the Legal Practice Act
1996 itself affirms that the relationship is
not contractual.

Agent

The third section of Towie’s contentions
were headed ‘Agent’. In this section he
submitted that the VLRPA and all of its
employees and agents undertaking
functions outlined in the Legal Practice
Act 1996 are delegates or agents of the
Board and/or the VLRPA. Towie also
introduced the equitable doctrine of
ostensible authority so as to prevent the
VLRPA from asserting it is not an agent
of the Board.

The VLRPA asserted that even if the
VLRPA were an agent of the Board this
did not mean the VLRPA itself was an
agency under the Act. The VLRPA
argued that the powers and functions of
the Board were distinct from those of an
RPA. It continued that while the Board
may delegate its powers and functions to
bodies there is no such arrangement
with the VLRPA. Furthermore the
VLRPA claimed that Towie’s reliance on
the equitable doctrine of ostensible
authority lacked sufficient evidence and
was thus without substance.

The Tribunal upheld the VLRPA’s
submissions.

Section 13

The VCAT held that there is no legally
enforceable right to request documents
from the VLRPA under the Act.

Section 50 of the VCAT Act

Accordingly Deputy President Coghlan
found the Tribunal had no jurisdiction to
review the decision made by the VLRPA
refusing to process Towie’s request for
documents.

[D.E.]

LOVE and THE UNIVERSITY OF
MELBOURNE
(No. 042163/2000)
Decided: 13 February 2000.

Sect ion 30(1) ( in terna l work ing
documents) — Section 32 (legal
professional privilege) — Section 33
(personal af fa i rs) — Sect ion 35
( in format ion communicated in
confidence) — Section 50(4) (public
interest override).

Factual background

Dr Love is an academic who has held
numerous lecturing positions at the Uni-
versity of Melbourne (the University) as an
Ashworth Lecturer in Social Theory
between 1989 and 1992. In 1998 Love was
unsuccessful in his application for two
academic positions as a Sociology lec-
turer within the University’s Department
of Political Science.
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Procedural history

In November 1999 Love sought access
to documents relating to the appoint-
ment process for the two lecturing posi-
tions he was unsuccessful in attaining in
1998. The University released some
documents to Love at first instance and
again upon internal review. Overwhelm-
ingly though the University’s original
decision and decision upon internal
review confirmed that many documents
were exempt.

Love applied to the VCAT for review
of the University’s decision to refuse
access to further documents. While
Love’s application for VCAT review was
out of time, in August 2000 the Tribunal
granted him extension. The documents
he requested included:
• any document containing the deci-

sion or reasons for the decision not to
proceed with the recommendation of
the selection panel to appoint two
persons to the first position; and

• any document containing discussion
about the propriety or impropriety of
the decision to split the first position.
In September 2000 the Tribunal per-

mitted Love to amend the dates and
types of documents requested in his
application for VCAT review. The Uni-
versity claimed the remaining docu-
ments were exempt pursuant to
ss.30(1), 32, 33and 35 of the Freedom of
Information Act 1982 (Vic) (the Act).

The decision

The VCAT affirmed the University’s deci-
sion in respect of certain documents and
ordered the partial release of other docu-
ments. The Tribunal ordered that the
remaining documents be released to
Love.

Reasons for the decision

Section 30(1)(a) (internal working
documents)
The Tribunal confirmed that the members
of the Panel were ‘officers’ of the Univer-
sity under s.5 of the Act and are thus ‘offi-
cers’ within s.30(1)(a). Senior Member
Walker found many of the documents,
with some exceptions, were not deliber-
ative in themselves, nor did they offer
advice, opinion or make recommenda-
tion. He observed that the documents
were created after the deliberative pro-
cess and they dealt mainly with historical
events and the author’s view about what
had transpired. However, he found
s.30(1)(a) to apply because the informa-
tion in the documents divulged the delib-
erations, opinions and advice of the
committee and the Human Relations
staff at the time of the decision.

Section 30(1)(b)
On balance the Tribunal accepted sec-
tion 30(1)(b) applied to some of the doc-
uments and thus precluded release.
However Senior Member Walker was

not convinced that the University had
fully established that it would be contrary
to the public interest to release all the
documents. The University submitted
some nine grounds upon which disclo-
sure would be contrary to the public
interest. Nevertheless in the circum-
stances the Tribunal disagreed with
most of the University’s contentions
about s.30(1)(b) of the Act. The VCAT
though did accept that disclosure of doc-
uments containing value judgements
and statements of opinion by peers of
Love could lead to disharmony within
academic circles. Such statements it
was held may also be prejudicial to can-
didates who have no opportunity to qual-
ify their statements.

In applying the public interest test the
Tribunal balanced the list of factors fur-
nished by the authority Hulls and Victo-
rian Casino and Gaming Authority
(1997) 12 VAR 483. Senior Member
Walker added to this list of factors: ‘some
public scrutiny of an appointment pro-
cess such as this’. He suggested that the
documents represent ‘a poor under-
standing on the part of many of the offi-
cers as to the manner in which they
should have proceeded’. He continued
that had the officers known the docu-
ments would be released the may have
exercised greater care.

Section 32 (legal professional privilege)

The Tribunal affirmed the University’s
submission in respect of two documents.
It applied the ‘dominant purpose’ test
endorsed in Esso Resources Ltd v The
Commissioner of Taxation (1999) 74
ALJR 339. The VCAT found the state-
ments were prepared solely for the pur-
pose of legal proceedings threatened by
Mr Frankel thus attracted the exemption.

Section 33 (personal affairs)

The VCAT defined ‘personal affairs’
information to include names of candi-
dates, the fact they have applied for posi-
tions, the curriculum vitae of candidates
and the assessments of applicants by
the selection committee or one of its
members. The Tribunal noted that, con-
trary to the University’s submission,
Love did have a public interest in the
release of the documents; namely to
ensure that the selection processes in
universities are fair and just. However
the VCAT considered that the privacy
interests of the individual applicants out-
weighed Love’s interest and it would be
unreasonable to release such personal
affairs information. The Tribunal upheld
the exemption in respect of three docu-
ments and granted partial release to a
copy of one document with appropriate
deletions.

Section 35 (information communicated
in confidence)

The VCAT agreed with many of the Uni-
versity’s submissions regarding the

nature of the document. Senior Member
Walker recognised that both the per-
sonal information about Love and the
evaluations about them by the commit-
tee members were highly sensitive and
communicated in confidence. He
acknowledged that releasing such infor-
mation would disclose information com-
municated to the Univers i ty in
confidence. However, he disagreed that
the communications between the com-
mittee members themselves amounted
to communications in confidence. Even
though such communications occurred
in relation to the appointments process
and involved the receipt of confidential
information, the Tribunal was not satis-
fied that the information was communi-
cated in confidence to the University.

Section 50(4) (public interest override)
The Tribunal found that there is a public
interest in scrutinising academic
appointments to the University and dem-
onstrating that there was no dishonesty
or impropriety. But Senior Member
Walker held that the public interest did
not operate so heavily in the present
case as to require production of the doc-
uments the Tribunal has found exempt.
He considered that the non-exempt doc-
uments pending release would suffi-
ciently satisfy the public interest in this
case.

Comment
Aspects of this decision remain unclear
especially in relation to the Tribunal’s
application of s.35(1). It would seem to
follow from this decision that information
communicated to third persons outside a
committee, but within an agency, about
matters within a committee will not
enliven s.35(1). While the decision
seems at odds with Birnbauer and Inner
Eastern Health Care Network (1999) 16
VAR 9, it should not be interpreted as a
general proposition that such informa-
tion sits outside s.35(1) of the Act.
Rather it reflects the particular facts of
the case as the Tribunal was not satis-
fied with the evidence of Ms Bare for the
University in relation to this point.

[D.E.]
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